2017 GREAT PYRENEES CLUB OF GREATER CHICAGO
REGIONAL SPECIALTY
APRIL 16TH, 2017
WILMINGTON, OH

CONFORMATION – JUDGE: MR. JON COLE

BEST OF BREED: GCH CH BRYNJULF WAHOO CREEK DON’T YOU FEEL IT RN CGC; Kimberly Fancher
BEST OF WINNERS: PYRCOUNTRY-D’LYTE ADVENTURE IS OUT THERE; Vickie Galloway
BEST OF OPPOSITE SEX TO BEST OF BREED: GCHB CH RIVERGROVES CALLABRIGA DAO; Lisa Connor
SELECT DOG: GCHG CH RIVERGROVES ENOUGH SAID; Jean Boyd
SELECT BITCH: GCHG CH RIVERGROVES SKY’S THE LIMIT; John & Joan Hanover, Jean Boyd
AWARDS OF MERIT: CH TANIMARA’S AWESOME IRISH CRÈME; Michael & Sherry Alpert
CH BEAR TRAX HEIR TO THE THRONE; Christine & Dale Kruzan
GCHS CH RIVERGROVES BON APPETIT VCD1 PCD BN RAE TDU NAJ CA CGCA; Russell Morton, Jean Boyd
GCH GEYSER CREEKS COWBOY CHROME; Norina & Clayton Shields

DOG CLASSES

6 MOS TO 9 MOS
1 – FRAMBOISE TRIUMPH OVER TIME; Peggy Watson
2 – L’ANTRE DU PATOU ALIEN; Desiree & James Davis

9 MOS TO 12 MOS
1 – RIVERGROVES GAME ON CGC; Jean Boyd, Jo Stubbs

BRED BY EXHIBITOR
1 – PYRCOUNTRY-D’LYTE’S ADVENTURE IS OUT THERE; Vickie Galloway
2 – ABSTRAX BOMBAY SAPPHIRE; Melissa Metzler, Brice Wonders
3 – PEACEFUL PINES LAW AND ORDER; Sandy & Dave Bialkowski
4 – PYRADIGM YOU AIN’T SEEN NOTHING YET; Catherine & Wayne Straiton

AMERICAN BRED
1 – TIP’NCHIP’S SIR THOMAS; Wayne & Gail VandenLangenberg
2 – CHARLOTTE’S DUFFY BEAR; Noah Milam
3 – PEACEFUL PINES ONCE IN A BLUE MOON; Sandy & Dave Bialkowski, Laurie Freh

OPEN
1 – SANCHOR JR RNCHO CANUK COWBOY; Roberta Faulk, Christine Tocher, Susan Tocher
2 – BEAR TRAX TOUCH OF FROST; Christine & Dale Kruzan
WINNERS DOG
PYRCOUNTRY-D’LYTE’S ADVENTURE IS OUT THERE; Vickie Galloway

RESERVE WINNERS DOG
ABSTRAX BOMBAY SAPPHIRE; Melissa Metzler, Brice Wonders

13 DOGS 5 POINTS

Bitch Classes
6 MOS TO 9 MOS
1 – THORN HILL’S TEMPEST IN A TEAPOT AT BELLAMATO; Judith Dieter
2 – ABSTRAX SIT STILL LOOK PRETTY; Melissa Metzler, Brice Wonders
3 – FRAMBOISE ENCHANTMENT PASSING THROUGH; Peggy Watson

9 MOS TO 12 MOS
1 – RIVERGROVES COCO AS IN CHANEL; Jean Boyd
2 – PYRLESS PURADIGM POETRY IN MOTION; Catherine & Wayne Straiton

12 MOS TO 18 MOS
1 – CHARBONNEAU’S ALL SMOKE AND MIRRORS; Tamra Green, Sonya Green
2 – PATORAMA WHITE DIAMONDS; Patricia Ramapuram
3 – TIMBERBLUFFS GWYNIVERE GARNETS GLOW CGC; Liane & David Berg
4 – KAROLASKA ELEGANCE BY MOONLIGHT; Wendy Olson, Kimberly Kentopp

Bred By Exhibitor
1 – J&R RANCHO’S UPTOWN GIRL; Roberta Faulk
2 – PEACEFUL PINES ABBEY LANE; Sandy & Dave Bialkowski

American Bred
1 - RIVERGROVES ENJOY THE SHOW; Jean Boyd

Open
1 – PYRAGON’S NIGHT SKY ANGELIQUE ON LILAC HILL; Stephanie Whitney, Rhonda Dalton
2 - BRYNJULF DON’T LET ME BE MISUNDERSTOOD; Darrel Goolsbee

Winners Bitch
RIVERGROVES COCO AS IN CHANEL; Jean Boyd

Reserve Winners Bitch
CHARBONNEAU’S ALL SMOKE AND MIRRORS; Tamra Green, Sonya Green

11 Bitches 5 Points
VETERAN DOG

7 YRS AND UNDER 9 YRS
1 – CH PYRVIEW’S SPARTAN WARRIOR; Juulia & Tuulia Salonen, Tuulikki Tammiala Salonen

VETERAN BITCH

7 YRS AND UNDER 9 YRS
1 – GCHS CH RIVERGROVES STAR SAPPHIRE; John & Joan Hanover, Jean Boyd

11 YRS AND OLDER
1 – CH BEAR TRAX HAUNTING MELODY; Christine & Dale Kruzan

2 VETERAN BITCHES

JUNIOR SHOWMANSHIP – JUDGE: JON COLE

NOVICE
1 – CH TIP’NCHIP’S BLUE VELVET; J Cooper, M Costa, L Gottschalk, S Gottschalk
JR HANDLER – Meghan Double

OPEN
1 – CH PURCOUNTRY-D’LYTE’S GUNPOWDER AND LEAD; David & Darla Daugherty, Ashley Houk, Michele Miller
JR HANDLER – Ashley Houk
2 – CHARLOTTE’S DUFFY BEAR; Noah Milam
JR HANDLER – Noah Milam
3 – CH RIVERGROVES RF DIAMOND SOLITAIRE RN CGCA; Cassidy Hanover, Joan Hanover
JR HANDLER – Cassidy Hanover

BEST JUNIOR HANDLER
CH PYRCOUNTRY-D’LYTE’S GUNPOWDER AND LEAD; Ashley Houk

PUPPY SWEEPSTAKES – MR KUNIO MINAKUCHI

DOGS

6 MOS TO 9 MOS
1 – FRAMBOISE TRIUMPH OVER TIME; Peggy Watson
2 – L’ANTRE DU PATOU ALIEN; Desiree & James Davis
3 – BEAR TRAX TOUCH OF FROST; Christine & Dale Kruzan

9 MOS TO 12 MOS
1 – PYRADIGM YOU AIN’T SEEN NOTHING YET; Catherine & Wayne Straiton
2 – RIVERGROVES GAME ON CGC; Jean Boyd, Jo Stubbs
12 MOS TO 15 MOS
1 – ABSTRAX BOMBAY SAPPHIRE; Melissa Metzler, Brice Wonders

6 PUPPY SWEEPSTAKES DOGS

BITCHES
6 MOS TO 9 MOS
1 – ABSTRAX SIT STILL LOOK PRETTY; Melissa Metzler, Brice Wonders
2 – FRAMBOISE ENCHANTMENT PASSING THROUGH; Peggy Watson

9 MOS TO 12 MOS
1 – RIVERGROVES COCO AS IN CHANEL; Jean Boyd
2 – ELRIDGE’S CHASE MY HEART; Terilyn & John Chase
3 – PYRLESS PYRADIGM POETRY IN MOTION; Catherine & Wayne Straiton
4 – RIVERGROVES ENJOY THE SHOW; Jean Boyd

12 MOS TO 15 MOS
1 – CHARBONNEAU’S ALL SMOKE AND MIRRORS; Tamra Green, Sonya Green

15 MOS TO 18 MOS
1 – TIMBERBLUFFS GWYNIVERE GARNETS GLOW CGC; Liane & David Berg
2 – KAROLASKA TRES JOLIE D’ARNAULT; Linda Whisenhunt, Kimberly Kentopp
3 – KAROLASKA ELEGANCE BY MOONLIGHT; Wendy Olson, Kimberly Kentopp
4 – TIMBERBLUFF’S CHATEAU DE CHANTILLY RN; Desiree & James Davis

12 PUPPY SWEEPSTAKES BITCHES

BEST IN PUPPY SWEEPSTAKES
RIVERGROVES COCO AS IN CHANEL; Jean Boyd

BEST OF OPPOSITE SEX TO BEST IN PUPPY SWEEPSTAKES
FRAMBOISE TRIUMPH OVER TIME; Peggy Watson

18 PUPPY SWEEPSTAKES

VETERAN SWEEPSTAKES – JUDGE: MR. KUNIO MINAKUCHI

DOGS
7 YRS AND UNDER 9 YRS
1 – CH PYRVIEW’S SPARTAN WARRIOR; Juulia & Tuulia Salonen, Tuulikki Tammiala Salonen

1 VETERAN SWEEPSTAKES DOG

BITCHES
7 YRS AND UNDER 9 YRS
1 – GCHG CH RIVERGROVES SKY’S THE LIMIT; John & Joan Hanover, Jean Boyd
2 – GCHS CH RIVERGROVES STAR SAPPHIRE; John & Joan Hanover, Jean Boyd
11 YRS AND OLDER
1 – CH BEAR TRAX HAUNTING MELODY; Christine & Dale Kruzan

3 VETERAN SWEEPSTAKES BITCHES

BEST IN VETERAN SWEEPSTAKES
CH PYRVIEW’S SPARTAN WARRIOR; Juulia & Tuulia Salonen, Tuulikki Tammiala Salonen

RESERVE BEST IN VETERAN SWEEPSTAKES
GCHG CH RIVERGROVES SKY’S THE LIMIT; John & Joan Hanover, Jean Boyd

OBEDIENCE – JUDGE: MRS. CATHERINE THOMPSON

BEGINNER NOVICE “B”
1 – ONEIDA’S MAY WHINE; Judith & Dianne Skorup

RALLY – JUDGE: MRS CATHERINE THOMPSON

NOVICE “A”
1 – CHARLOTTE’S DUFFY BEAR; Noah Milam
2 – CH ELRIDGE FAIRE DE LA VOILE; Theresa Lendved

NOVICE “B”
1 – ONEIDA’S MAY WHINE; Judith & Dianne Skorup
2 – TIMBERBLUFFS GWYNIVERE GARNETS GLOW CGC; Liane & David Berg
3 – CH WPT’S GET A GRIP N’ BIT UR LIP CGC; Rebekah Harris
4 – RIVERGROVES GAME ON CGC; Jean Boyd, Jo Stubbs